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Blood Moon
The long-awaited new series from renowned urban
fantasy author Al K. Line. New faces, new fights, even
new jokes.When a trans-dimensional portal opened
behind my fridge I knew the day would suck. Strange
things appeared in my grubby kitchen, then
Beelzebub summoned me by setting my arm alight.
When a devil comes calling you have no choice but to
do his bidding, especially when bound by a tattoo
direct from Hell.A bounty is given, no option to refuse.
Mimi's the mark, famed owner of two magical
panthers and a right handful. Still, this was my chance
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at freedom, so what choice did I have?As always, it
wasn't that simple. Other forces were at work, and I'd
had a gutsful of being Hell's puppet. I just had to
figure out a plan. One that didn't just involve tearing
off my sunglasses and incinerating everything in sight
with a glance.Some call me Spencer, others call me
Freaky. And I am not a Normal.

Death Calls
A vacation's nice, but wizards need excitement,
otherwise what's the point of having a wand and a
nice hat? I got my wish. The moment I returned from
honeymoon normal life resumed. Normal for me.
Meaning, magic was in the air, someone was messing
with citizens' emotions, and there was a missing girl
to be found. A very special girl. Looked like The Hat
was back in business. I should have stayed on the
beach, even with the sand rubbing at my nether
regions. Hi, I'm Arthur "The Hat" Salzman. Gangster.
Wizard. Still chafing.

The Night Circus
This book is for all people who are forced to use UNIX.
It is a humorous book--pure entertainment--that
maintains that UNIX is a computer virus with a user
interface. It features letters from the thousands
posted on the Internet's "UNIX-Haters" mailing list. It
is not a computer handbook, tutorial, or reference. It
is a self-help book that will let readers know they are
not alone.
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The Film Daily Year Book of Motion
Pictures
Take one wizard-that's me-add a hot female vampire,
give them a nice place in the country and what do
you get? Paradise. Heaven on earth. So, of course,
someone decided to go spoil it. No, it wasn't me, not
this time. The Hidden world is in chaos, and
apparently I'm the one that's supposed to deal with it!
Smart trolls, even smarter vampires-and not the nice
ones like Kate-witches on the rampage, inebriated
gremlins, and imps intent on causing nuclear
Armageddon, they have all combined to ruin my
perfect life. I'm not even going to mention the
chicken. Well, I'm Faz Pound Okay, you know the rest
by now! If they want trouble I'll give it to them.
Honest, I just want to live a quiet life. Although, you
know, not too quiet.

Demon Dogs
On her first tour as a knight errant, Alanna assumes a
position of influence with a fierce desert tribe, makes
some changes in the role of women in the society,
and continues her own emotional development.

Empty Heart
Hawk of May
Korean Folk Tales
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I'd killed four men in the morning, and by the
afternoon things had become seriously out of hand.
But the portal was moved and I could rest easy. Or so
I thought. Time for a family dinner and a nice smoke.
Alas, it was not to be. Enter one very powerful
vampire, gangster supremo, and unhappy camper. He
had a job for me, but I told him I didn't do missing
persons. I stole things for a living, not detective work.
Ivan wouldn't take no for an answer though, and
that's when the real trouble started. Still saddled with
a neurotic soccer mom who seemed immune to the
danger, and with issues way beyond my ability to deal
with, we enter the dark, seedy underbelly of the
criminal world. What we discover will change our lives
forever, and not in a good way. Is there no end to the
wickedness of man? Apparently not. Yeah, The Hat's
screwed (yet again).

Freaky Spencer
“Gloriously dark and romantic.” —Roshani Chokshi,
New York Times bestselling author of The StarTouched Queen “An alluring and seductive fairy tale.”
—Justina Ireland, New York Times bestselling author
of Dread Nation “Horrifying, heartbreaking, and
heartwarming, a lush fairy tale rooted in a moral
quandary.” —Kirkus Reviews (starred review) “An
eerie, consuming tale of sacrifice and faith. Haunting
and unique.” —Booklist “Evocative.” —BCCB Once, a
witch made a pact with a devil. The legend says they
loved each other, but can the story be trusted at all?
Find out in this lush, atmospheric fantasy novel that
entwines love, lies, and sacrifice. Long ago, a village
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made a bargain with the devil: to ensure their
prosperity, when the Slaughter Moon rises, the village
must sacrifice a young man into the depths of the
Devil’s Forest. Only this year, the Slaughter Moon has
risen early. Bound by duty, secrets, and the love they
share for one another, Mairwen, a spirited witch;
Rhun, the expected saint; and Arthur, a restless
outcast, will each have a role to play as the devil
demands a body to fill the bargain. But the devil these
friends find is not the one they expect, and the lies
they uncover will turn their town—and their
hearts—inside out.

The UNIX-haters Handbook
Okay, so an elf blasted his way into my kitchen and it
resulted in me killing a man in the nastiest of ways,
but that's an occupational hazard. Good news? I had a
job, and it was a doozy. It was time to go steal a
magical belt, the infamous R�th N�g. That wasn't
the best part, though. Yeah, that's right, I got to wear
my ninja slippers . But nothing was as it seemed, and
elves were not to be trusted. Plus, there was the small
issue of the million dollars. Oh, and the Hounds, and
Vicky, who was doing my head in, and the vampires,
and You'll just have to read the damn book to find out
the rest. Hi, I'm Arthur "The Hat" Salzman. Gangster.
Wizard. Screwed (again).

Book News Monthly
Never make a deal with a faery, especially a deal
you're made to forget. Apparently I did, and I know for
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sure I regret it. Just because I got a little bit killed
(again), seems that meant I had to step into the big
guy's shoes for a while. No, not that big guy, but the
Grim Reaper himself. But I didn't wanna, and nobody
was gonna make me, so things got, shall we say, a
little awkward. Hi, I'm Arthur, "The Hat" Salzman.
Gangster. Wizard. Death. Although I'm working on it.

The Brown Fairy Book
Lang's fairy books were childhood favorites of Tolkien.

The Sword
Rescued into another universe by the youngest of
eight mage-brothers, world-weary Kelly Doyle finds
herself exiled on an island where women are
forbidden and surrounded by four sets of twin
brothers who are struggling to avoid a curse. Reprint.

Sons of Destiny (The Saga of Darren
Shan, Book 12)
Honor Bound
Not All Men are Created Equal. Some are Created
Lions. TO JOURNEY IN THE YEAR OF THE TIGER is the
first in a Ground-Breaking Original Series by H.
Leighton Dickson. This is a powerful, post-apocalyptic
story of lions and tigers, wolves and dragons,
embracing and blending the cultures of Dynastic
China, Ancient India and Feudal Japan. Half feline, half
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human, this genetically altered world has evolved in
the wake of the fall of human civilization. Fans of
Tolkien, Game of Thrones, Redwall or Japanese anime
will be entertained in these intelligent and beautifully
written pages in a blend of science, fantasy and
zoological speculation. Kirin Wynegarde-Grey is a
young lion with a big job - Captain of the Guard in a
Kingdom that spans from the mountains of western
China to the deserts of the Middle East. When an
ancient threat awakens in the West and threatens to
overthrow the Empire, he must lead a team that
includes his enigmatic brother, a lethal swordswoman
and three radically different and mysterious
specialists through a world where humans are legend
and animals walk like men. This is the journey of six
individuals as they travel beyond the edges of the
known Empire, into lands uncharted and wild. It is a
journey of magic and mystery, science and swords,
romance and intrigue. It is a journey of different
perspectives and unexpected kharma and love found
in surprising places. It is a journey that takes place
five thousand years or so in the future, naturally in
the Year of the Tiger.

Elusive Deception
Unlit
Changer of Worlds
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The Spectator
Boys' Book of Frontier Fighters
When the disembodied head of a dead Ethiopian
wizard keeps freaking out your wife, there's only one
thing to do. Go get lost in the desert. With sand in
every crevice, and not enough sunscreen, I wasn't in
the best of moods before everything went to hell,
which it inevitably did. Treasure hunts, evil wizards,
death-defying stunts, it would have been a cool
adventure if it hadn't happened to me. p>Hi, I'm
Arthur "The Hat" Salzman. Gangster. Wizard. Praying
for snow. /b>

Ash Addict
Without honor, a wizard's nothing but a scruffy man
with a stick in his pocket. But honor comes at a price,
and I sure as hell paid it. What started as a favor for a
vampire-the kind of favor you can't refuse-quickly
turned into something epic and life-changing. A team
was organized, and we set about performing the
largest heist in magical history. Unsurprisingly, things
didn't go swimmingly. Even as plans unraveled, and
the death count rose, I was unprepared for the depths
of treachery and the repercussions for what I'd done.
If that wasn't enough, Death was acting weird, I was
having a very bad hair day, and my sex life, or usual
lack of, got very complicated, very quickly. Still, my
honor remained intact, just not a lot else. Hi, I'm
Arthur "The Hat" Salzman. Gangster. Wizard. Not
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amused.

The Season
The twelfth part of the Saga of Darren Shan – one
boy’s terrifying journey from human to half-vampire
to Vampire Prince.

Before and After Gender
Elusive Deception is the first book of 3 that deals with
the elusiveness of human behaviours. The sordid
events that happen without self discipline or control
invades secrets and unlocks the mysteries of the past.
Lives begins changing as the plot thickens into a very
exciting end! Delia sitting in front of the mirror
completed the task of looking extra beautiful. Her lips
pursed soothingly while caressing the moisturized lips
of ruby-red lipstick. The satin white dressed flaked
flawlessly on the bed with matching red ignition
shoes. A pearl necklace from the family heirlooms her
mother used to wear on her wedding day was
delicately placed around the neckline to accentuate
the plunging cleavage clearly intended to expose
sensual emotions in motion. The bodice of the satin
dress draped faultlessly on her curvature. The vintage
stocking seam-line rose into areas known for personal
satisfaction, to be later adventured by her devoted
lover, soon to be rich aficionado. Delia was
impassioned by expressions of love. The
manifestation of impending connection created an
epitome of desire, reaching a crescendo of loves
tsunami's billowing on waves of opportunity.
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The Book of Cats
"Intelligent and imaginativeeven the magic
convinces." -Mary Renault, author of The King Must
Die On The Path Toward Greatness, Every Hero Makes
a Choice Legends sing of Sir Gawain, one of the most
respected warriors of King Arthur's reign and one of
the greatest champions of all time. But this is not that
story. This is the story of Gwalchmai, middle son of
the beautiful, infinitely evil sorceress Morgawse, and
gifted student of her dark magical arts. A story of an
uncertain man, doubting his ability to follow his elder
brother's warrior prowess and seeking to find his own
identity by bonding with his frightening and powerful
mother. Disappointed in himself and despised by his
father, Gwalchmai sets out on a journey that will lead
him to the brink of darkness A tale of loss,
redemption, and adventure, Hawk of May brings new
depth and understanding to Sir Gawain, the legend of
King Arthur, and the impact of choices made-and the
consequences that follow. "A welcome new light on
the horizon of popular Arthurian legenddelightfula
strong sense of love and mysticisma ripping
adventure tale." -Booklist "Will appeal to those who
have enjoyed Tolkien's works." -Library Journal
"Compellingsplendidvibrantexhilaratinga novel that
seduces us into accepting sorcery and sanctity in King
Arthur's England." -New York Times Book Review

How to Live with Your Kids
The key to better family relations, Davis feels, is open
lines of communication with children of all ages. He
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suggests that a parent can improve family relations at
any stage of a child's life. Common dilemmas for
parents, including discipline, teaching about sex and
morals, and providing a religious foundation for
children, are best worked out by honest
communication.

The Woman Who Rides Like a Man
Ink
Fantasy and adventure in the fairy land of Ev with
Dorothy, Princess Ozma, a wicked Nome King, an
enchanted royal family, and more. 111 black-andwhite illustrations.

The Glass Castle
What Else Should I Read?
Written in the early 1970s amidst widespread debate
over the causes of gender inequality, Strathern's book
was intended as an analysis of gender as a powerful
cultural code and sex as a defining mythology. But
the manuscript went into storage, where it remained
for more than four decades. This book finally brings it
to light, giving the long-lost feminist work,
accompanied here by an afterword from Judith Butler.
Strathern engages some of the leading feminist
thinkers of the time, including Shulamith Firestone,
Simone de Beauvoir, Ann Oakley, and Kate Millett.
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Building toward a conclusion in which she argues that
we underestimate the materializing grammars of sex
and gender at our own peril, she offers a powerful
challenge to the intransigent mythologies of sex that
still plague contemporary society.

To Journey in the Year of the Tiger
Suggests thirty juvenile titles for grades three and up
and links them with 500 other titles

Led Astray
All I wanted was to raise something demonic from the
Nolands to test my wizardly mettle, but I got a lot
more than I bargained for. Not from the beastie, that
was kind of a dud, but from my unwanted guest.
Vamps from the east are in town, and they have
strange peccadilloes. They aren't here to sample the
local delicacies though, they have an altogether more
sinister purpose. Before my visitor had chance to get
nasty, we were kidnapped, and torture of the very
painful kind was on the menu. Served him right, me
not so much. But us magical misfits stick together,
and soon there's a war raging that will tear our world
apart. Vampires are pitted against vampires, wizards
and witches unite against a common enemy-mainly
because there are goodies in it for them-and I try to
stop getting all my important bits chopped off in nasty
ways. Just another day in the life of a poor wizard. Hi,
I'm Arthur "The Hat" Salzman. Gangster. Wizard. A bit
hurty.
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Motion Picture News Blue Book
Two starcrossed magicians engage in a deadly game
of cunning in The Night Circus, the spellbinding New
York Times best seller that has captured the world's
imagination. The circus arrives without warning. No
announcements precede it. It is simply there, when
yesterday it was not. Within the black-and-white
striped canvas tents is an utterly unique experience
full of breathtaking amazements. It is called Le Cirque
des Rêves, and it is only open at night. But behind the
scenes, a fierce competition is underway: a duel
between two young magicians, Celia and Marco, who
have been trained since childhood expressly for this
purpose by their mercurial instructors. Unbeknownst
to them both, this is a game in which only one can be
left standing. Despite the high stakes, Celia and
Marco soon tumble headfirst into love, setting off a
domino effect of dangerous consequences, and
leaving the lives of everyone, from the performers to
the patrons, hanging in the balance. Look for Erin
Morgenstern's new novel, The Starless Sea, available
now.

Strange Grace
Meet Arthur "The Hat" Salzman. Gangster. Wizard.
Screwed. When I was killed for the fifth time, and
before breakfast, I knew for sure I'd made a terrible
mistake. It was meant to be a simple job. Steal item,
deliver said item to my posh broker, get paid. Easy
peasy wizard squeezy. Blame it on the insomnia, my
own greed, or maybe just stupidity, but I swear on my
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wand I didn't know what was in the bag. If I had, I'd
never have got involved. Soon, every gangster,
spook, and magic abuser in the city wanted what I
had. But they went too far, broke the Code. Backed
up by my faery godmother, and a Stepford mom
who's main goal in life was to be my sidekick, the
body count escalated as the truth was revealed. And
they all forgot one important thing. The Hat's a
goddamn Wildcat Wizard!

Ozma of Oz
THE INK TRILOGY: 3 FAST-PACED DYSTOPIAN
THRILLERS FROM A WORLD LOST TO THE LETHARGY
The needle buzzed. The nightmare began. Strapped
to a gurney, Edsel watched in horror as they started
to tattoo him bright red from the tips of his toes to the
top of his head. No piece of skin would be left
unmarked. The Ink. They were over-confident; he
escaped. Only to be chased across the ravaged city
as he tried to get home to Kathy before it was too
late. She was dead. Kathy. Dear sweet Kathy. The
only beautiful thing left in a world gone rogue after
The Lethargy almost obliterated humanity. They'd
taken her; taken everything away from him. He would
have his revenge.

Sand Storm
Faery Dust
A collection of short fiction presents the dangerous
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and multifaceted world of Honor Harrington--starship
captain, admiral, and interstellar heroine.

Book News
LED ASTRAY And once he had kissed her, felt the
responding warmth of her body beneath his hands,
there had been no turning back. What he had done
had been unforgivable. But what he was going to do
was almost as bad. Cage and Hal Hendren are as
unalike as two brothers can be. Preacher’s kids, Hal
has taken the righteous path, while Cage is the
unrepentant black sheep of the family. The only thing
they have in common is their love for the same
woman – Jenny Fletcher. Jenny loves Hal for his
commitment to his calling, but deep in her heart of
hearts she wishes his desire for her burned as hotly.
Only on the eve of his departure for a dangerous
mission trip to Central America, when he comes to her
bed in darkness and secret, does he take her with
unexpected passion. When tragedy strikes and Hal is
lost to her, it’s that night that Jenny cherishes, that
Hal she misses. She yearns for that lover whose
unbridled sensuality more resembled. . . Cage. For
Jenny, Cage is willing to give up his wild ways. But to
get on the straight and narrow, he must sin again.

Leslie's
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals
and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and
their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four
children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest
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desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a
charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured
his children's imagination, teaching them how to
embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote
and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for
her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex
had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the
children had to fend for themselves, supporting one
another as they found the resources and will to leave
home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep
affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family
that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery
determination to carve out a successful life. -- From
publisher description.

New Spark
A classic of historical literature, Boys’ Book of Frontier
Fighters is a thrilling collection of stories that cover
the legacy of American fighters and their successes in
defending themselves and their country. With stories
spanning from the late 1600s to the 1800s, Sabin
depicts in detail the willpower and bravery of the men
and women who fought for America; from its founding
as a country to the days of the Wild West. From the
plains and prairies to the mountains and forests,
enjoy tales of the people who fought to make this
great country what it is today. With masterful prose,
Edwin L. Sabin paints a picture of the early days of
America and the warriors who took it upon
themselves to defend this country. Their sacrifices are
inspiring and exciting—and a dynamic part of our
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country’s history. Boys’ Book of Frontier Fighters
shares a part of America’s past that should be read,
celebrated, and never forgotten.

From the Cape to Cairo
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